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Abstract. Critical-mass equilibrium (CME) enriches game theory analysis
and its applications, especially to social systems in which equilibrium stabil-
ity depends on the number of participating players. The critical-mass index
numerically assesses the viability of equilibria.

This paper focuses on the theoretical foundations and main properties of
CME. Also discussed is CME�s contribution to the von Neumann-Nash multi-
person optimization framework, and CME�s relationship to observed behavior
in actual social systems and laboratory experiments.

1. Introduction, motivation and summary

Two boad considerations motivate the research reported in this paper. First,
strategic analysis of systems should be guided by the viability of the equilibria that
these systems rely on. Second, to avoid fragmentation of research, the viability of
equilibria should �rst be more fully understood within the standard best-response
framework established by von Neumann and Nash, and then extended to other
frameworks and mathematical techniques as necessary.
The theoretical �nding of our analysis is reported in a main theorem, summarized

as follows. Within the von Neumann-Nash framework of multi-agent optimization,
the class of n-person strategic games admits exactly n distinct equilibrium con-
cepts, C1; C2; : : : ; Cn, referred to as critical mass equilibria in this paper. These
critical mass equilibrium concepts form a nested progression in decreasing order of
equilibrium stability: for any game u

Dominant strategy eq(u) = C1(u) � C2(u) � � � � � Cn(u) = Nash eq(u).
The importance of the theoretical �nding is enhanced by the observation that the

most often used extreme equilibrium concepts C1 and Cn fail to resolve important
strategic issues that can be resolved by the less often used intermediary concepts
C2; :::Cn�1.
Arguments for staying within the von Neumann-Nash (VNN) framework and

for avoiding fragmentation of equilibrium theory are presented in the discussion of
equilibrium re�nements, see section 4.2. To stay within the VNN framework, the
equilibrium concepts discussed in this paper are restricted to satisfy three minimal
properties, or axioms, of Nash and of dominant strategy equilibria, see section 3.1.
Section 2 of this paper is devoted to the de�nitions, viability assesments, and

some applications of the critical mass equilibrium concepts C1; :::; Cn. It is followed
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by section 3 that provides a formal statement and proof of the main theorem that
justify the exclusive use of these critical mass equilibria.
We defer discussion of earlier literature to Section 4.1, where we dicusses in detail

the relationship of concept presented this paper to earlier work, starting with the
pioneering work of Eliaz(2002) on implementation in the presence of faulty players.
Comparison of the approach of the current research to existing equilibrium-

re�nement literature is provided in Section 4.2. Section 5.3 presents concluding
summary, alternative approaches, and suggested future research.

2. Critical mass index and equilibrium

2.1. Motivating examples. The two 12 person games below o¤er a quick insight
into the critical mass index of strategy pro�les and equilibrium.

Example 1. Bonus game: Each of 12 workers on a new project can exert extra
e¤ort (E) or not (N). If they all play E, each will receive a bonus. But if anybody
plays N , nobody will receive a bonus. Consider the following payo¤ representation
for every player i = 1; :::; 12: the payo¤ of playing N is1, no matter what the others
play; whereas the payo¤ of playing E is 2 if all of i�s opponent play E, but it is 0
if some i�s opponents play N . We are interested in the Nash equilibrium, eE, in
which all 12 players play E.

Example 2. Party game: Each of 12 party invitees can choose to attend the
party (A) or not (N). Each prefers to attend the party, but to not attend if she
turns out to be the only guest. Consider the following payo¤ presentation for every
player i = 1; :::; 12: the payo¤ of playing N is 1, no matter what the others play;
whereas the payo¤ of playing A is 2 if at least one of i�s opponents plays A, but it is
0 otherwise. We are interested in the Nash equilibrium eA in which all 12 invitees
play A.

As de�ned in the next section, the critical mass index of a pro�le �, CM(�), is
the smallest size of a group of players whose adherence to � is sure to be incentive
compatible, no matter what the group outsiders play. One can easily see that
everybody attending the party, eA, has critical mass 2; whereas everybody exerting
extra e¤ort, eE, has critical mass 12. As we dicuss in the paper this indicates that
eA is signi�cantly more viable: it is more likely to form, and more likely to be
sustained if formed.
The equilibrium concept Cm(u) de�ned in the next sections consists of all the

pro�les of the game u with critical mass m or less. Thus eA 2 C2 whereas eE 2 C12
and eE =2 Cm for any m � 11. Informally, we may think of eA as a nearly dominant
strategy equilibrium, since the adherence of any one player to � makes � a dominant
strategy for every one of the other players. On the other hand, we may think of
eE as a �imsy Nash equilibrium: not belonging to C11 means that the defection of
any player from � incentivize others to defect.
The �imsiness of eE is more disturbing when one realizes that it becomes more

severe as the number of players in the game, n, takes on greater values. Moreover,
regardless of the value of n, the �imsy equilibria eE pass standard game theory
re�nement tests. Indeed, as the reader can easily verify eE is strong (a la Aumann
1959), perfect (a la Selten 1975), proper (a la Myerson 1977) and coalition proof (a
la Bernheim, Peleg, and Whinston 1987).
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To ease the presentation, both games in the examples above are symmetric.
Section 5.1 has illustrations of the critical-mass concepts for equilibria of games
that are asymmetric.

2.2. De�nitions and basic properties of critical mass. The strategic games
studied in this paper are de�ned for a set of n players N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng with n � 2.
An n-person game is a joint payo¤ function u : �! Rn, in which the domain of u
has a product structure � = �i2N�i with each �i denoting the set of individual
strategies of players i. Even though strategies are often described by words, we may
formally think of each �i as a bounded (�nite or in�nite) subset of some �xed L
dimentional Euclidean space. Elements of � are referred to as the strategy pro�les
of u, and ui(�) 2 R is the payo¤ to player i when the pro�le � 2 � is played. For
brevity and without loss of generality, we may restrict the description of a game
to its joint payo¤ function u alone, with the understanding that the set of pro�les
of the game is de�ned by �(u) � domain(u). We also make use of the product
structure of a domain of strategies and denote set of individual strategies of each
player i by �i(u) = �i(ui). Henceforth, we let Un denote the set of such n-person
strategic games, referred to simply as games.
Following game theory conventions, for a pro�le � 2 �, we denote by ��i �

(�1; : : : ; �i�1; �i+1; : : : ; �n) and analogously for ��i(u). We also use the notation
(xi; ��i) to denote the concatenated pro�le in which all the players play their �
strategies, except for player i who plays her x strategy.
In any game u we say that �i is a (weak) best response of player i to a pro�le �

if ui(�i; ��i) � ui(xi; ��i) for all xi 2 �i(ui). A pro�le � is best response to �, if
each �i is best response to �.
An equilibrium concept is a non-trivial correspondence E that assigns to every

game u a subset of its pro�les, E(u) � �(u). Elements of E(u) are referred to as
E-equilibrium of u, but when clear from the context we may omit the speci�cation
of u. Two familiar examples are Nash equilibrium, E(u) = NE(u) � f� : each �i
is best response to �g, and dominant strategy equilibrium, E(u) = DSE(u) � f� :
each �i is best response to � for every pro�le � 2 �(u)g.
We now proceed to introduce some new terminology. First, for any integer

1 � m � n we say that a pro�le � is (uniformly) m incentive compatible, m � IC
for short, if for every pro�le � with m �-players, �i is a best response to � for each
of these m �-players (and in fact for every player i with �i = �i).

De�nition 1. An integer m is said to be the critical mass of a pro�le �, m =
CM(�), if m is the smallest integer for which � is m� IC.
The equilibria of critical mass m, Cm(u) � f� : � is m� ICg.

It is easy to see that: � is a DSE i¤ it is 1 � IC, � is a NE i¤ it is n � IC;
and that ��s incentive compatibility is monotonically increasing in m, i.e., for m =
1; :::; (n� 1), � is m� IC implies that � is (m+1)� IC. Thus, Cm(u) � Cm+1(u)
and Cm(u) = f� : CM(�) � mg.
The observations just made lead directly to the nested progression of critical

mass equilibria discussed in the introduction, i.e., for any game u

Dominant strategy eq(u) = C1(u) � C2(u) � � � � � Cn(u) = Nash eq(u).

The unifomity property in the de�nition of incentive compatibility implies that
for anym�IC pro�le �, at any pro�le � with (m�1) �-players, it is a best response
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for each of the remaining n � (m � 1) players to play �. In other words, we may
think of �i as a dominant strategy for any player i conditional on having m � 1
�-playing opponents. This means that for any pro�le � in which an entire group of
m players play their � strategies it is best response for all the players of the game
(including the group members themselves) to play their � strategies. This leads
to an alternative description of m incentive compatibility.

De�nition 2. For 2 � m � n, m players incentivze a � chain reaction, if every
player�s �i is a best response to any pro�le � 2 �(u) that has (at least) m �-players.

The reader may verify that the de�nition above yields the equivalent notion of
incentive compatibility below.

Proposition 1. For any game u, pro�le �, and integer 1 � m � n, � is m � IC
i¤ m players incentivize a � chain reaction.

The proposition above means that an alternative de�nition of CM(�) is the
minimal number of players that are sure to incentivize a � chain reaction.

2.3. Critical mass in stag-hunt participation games .

De�nition 3. an n person (stag-hunt) participation game with threshold t, 1 �
t � n, P t: Each player has two strategies, participate (P ) or not participate (N).
The safe payo¤ of a non participant is 0 (alt. any �xt value s), regardless of the
choices of the opponents; whereas the payo¤ of a participant is risky: it is 1 (alt.
some value h > s) if the total number of participants is at least t, but it is �1 (alt,
some value l < s) otherwise.

We refer to the Nash equilibrium pro�les �t, in which all n players participate,
as the social contracts.
Participation games, discussed by Kalai in 2019, are a simpli�ed view of the

stag-hunt games studied in the 1700s by the philosophers Jean-Jacques Rousseau
and David Hume. Our two illustrative examples are special cases of participation
games: eP is the social contract in which all the players participate in the party
(hunting for fun), and eE is the social contract in which all players exert extra
e¤ort (hunting the bonus). In both of these examples the safe payo¤ s = 1, the
high payo¤ h = 2 and the low payo¤ l = 0. The associated threshold level in the
party game is t = 2, and it is t = n in the bonus game, thus eP illustrates a �2

equilibrium and eE illustrates a �12 equilibrium.
It is easy to see that for every threshold t, CM(�t) = t regardless of the speci�c

values of s; h and l. The play of �t, indicates a su¢ cient mutual trust shared by
all the players of the game that at least t players would participate in the play of
the equilibrium. The proof of the main result of this paper is shows that this view
of equilibrium stability is valid for all strategic games u and and their equilibria �
for which CM(�) = t: the play of such a pro�le � means that all the players of the
game trust that at least t players would play it.
Consider the progression of critical mass equilibria, C1 � C2 � � � � � Cn, when

applied to participation games it is easy to see that for t = 1; 2; :::; n , �t 2 Ct and
�t =2 Ct�1. In particular, this observatiom implies that all the Cts as de�ned above
are distinct and non-trevial.
Additional observations about the social contract equilibria are made in the proof

of the main theorem, see section 3.2.
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2.4. Forming, sustaining, and switching equilibria. As already discussed,
F (�) � CM(�)� 1 may be viewed as the index of formation (di¢ culty) evaluated
at �. More speci�cally, F (�) is the smallest integer f for which adherence to �
by any group of f players implies that the play of �i is a dominant strategy for
any player i in the game induced on the n � f group outsiders. In other words,
convincing any F (�) players to play � can be used to bring about the play of the
pro�le � by all the players through domination. This is illustrated in the next
example.

2.4.1. Equilibrium switch in a ride share game. Each of 12 riders have two options:
ride a private taxi (T ) at the cost of $100, or participate in a shared bus ride (B)
that can comfortably accomodate all of them. The cost of the bus ride, $180, will
be shared equally by all the bus riders.
Consider the current equilibrium, eT , in which all 12 riders ride private taxis;

and the potentially competing equilibrium eB, in which all 12 ride the bus. It is
easy to see that eT is a �imsy equilibrium, with CM(eT ) = 12, whereas eB is a
nearly dominant equilibrium with CM(eB) = 2 and F (eB) = 1. The low F (eB)
value suggest plausible switching mechanisms from eT to eB:
Bus company coupon scheme: The bus company o¤ers one traveler a coupon

that will cover any of her bus costs in excess of $50. The traveler accepts the coupon
and gets on the bus. With one traveler on the bus, it is a dominant strategy for
each of the 11 remaining travelers to take the bus. Assuming that they all follow
their dominant strategy, the bus company succeeded in switching everybody to the
bus. Each bus rider pays 180/12=$15, and the coupon is actually not used.
Rider initiated scheme: Figuring the logic of the coupon scheme above, one

strategic rider gets on the bus without the coupon, the rest of the riders follow, and
everybody pays $15 for the bus ride.
To apprciate the importance of the low F (eB) value, consider a modi�ed version

of the Ride Share game above, in which the cost of the bus is modi�ed to be
$1000 instead of $180. It is easy to see that now CM(eB) = 1000=100 = 10 and
F (eB) = 9. In an appropriately modi�ed coupon scheme, the bus company o¤ers
9 passengers coupons that cover any bus ride cost in excess of $90. This modi�ed
coupon scheme is based on the trust that all 9 passegers accept the coupon and take
the bus, and that the remaining three passengers be informed of this and take the
bus too. If this works out, then every rider would end up paying 1000/12=$83.33,
and the $90 coupons will have no use. The coupon scheme seem less plausable
in the modi�ed game: now the decision of the bus company is based on the trust
that all 9 targeted players will accept the coupons and ride the bus and that the
rest of the players will be informed of the choices made by these 9 targeted players
and follow their induced dominant strategies. The rider initiated scheme is also
signi�cantly less plausable in the modi�ed game. Instead of one rider initiating a
switch to the bus (without a coupon), in the modi�ed scenario 9 travelers must
participate in a mutually coordinated bus boarding scheme based on trusting each
other and that the remaining travelers will follow.

2.4.2. Grouping equilibria in social systems by critical mass. While the formation
index F (= CM � 1) de�ned above helps our understanding of the di¢ culty of
equilibrium formation, its dual index D � n � F = n � CM + 1, referred to as
the Defection deterrence index, helps our understanding of ease of sustaining, or
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the ability of pro�les to strongly deter defections. More speci�cally, D(�) is the
largest integer d that guarantees that for any group of d potential defectors, any
group defection scheme (that does not relies on side payments) may only lead to a
payo¤ loss to each of the group members.
For example, in the equilibrium eB of the ride share game above, with a defection

deterence valueD(eB) = 11 no player can gain any payo¤by defecting as long as the
defecting coalition does not include more than 11 defectors. Consider for example
the game induce by player 1 playing B on the set of 11 potential defectors 2; 3; :::; 12.
In this induced game it is a dominant strategy for every player j = 2; :::; 12 to play
B. But if the defecting coalition has 12 players, then defecting is a best response of
a player in response to a defection scheme in which 11 of his potential partners for
defection all choose T . The eT equilibrium on the other hand, with D(eT ) = 1,
can only deter defections of single players but fails to deter defections in coalitions
of 2 or more players. For example, if the game induced on two potential defectors,
say players 11 and 12 when players 1� 10 adhere to their T strategies. T is not a
dominant strategy for Pl. 11, as Pl. 11 is is better o¤ defecting to B if Pl. 12 does.
Careful reading of the de�nitions of F and D reveal that they have the same

property of conditional dominance on the same set of pro�les: with f �-adherents
for F or with d potential �-defectors for D. By de�nition (the number of potential
defectors)+(the number of adherents)= n, thus F + D = n. Nevertheless, de-
spite this adherence/defection duality, F and D o¤er di¤erent useful insights about
equilibrium viability in applications.
More speci�cally, we can make use of the indices F and D above to group equi-

librium concepts observed in actual social system into two major categories.
Group 1: Equilibria � with small F values and large D values. These

equilibria are easy to form and are highly sustainable. Many of the recently
emerged equilibria that use digital social network fall into this group: for example
all the players subsribe to Zoom, all subscribe to Instagram,etc.
Group 2: Equilibria � with large F values and large D values.These

equilibria are di¢ cult to form, but they are sustainable if they did form, say by his-
torical evolution of some special circumstances. Many conventions and standards
�t in this group: for example all the people a country speak the same language, all
use the same mearsurement system, all use the same currency,etc. .
Pro�les � with small D values are hardly ever observed in social systems,

aparently due to their low level of sustainability. An example is the Beauty Contest
Game, see XXXX, with a unique equilibrium, one that has a low D value. Labora-
tory experiments show that players often do not play the unique Nash equilibrium
despite some of its other appealing properties.

3. Characterization of critical mass equilibrium concepts

In this section we present the formal theorem showing that an equilibrium con-
cept satisies three basic properties (axioms) in the von Neumann and Nash (vNN)
optimization framework i¤ it is one of the critical mass concepts C1; � � � ; Cn de-
scribed in the previous section.
We continue to use the same notations and conventions introduced in the be-

gining of section 2.2, and recall that an n-person game is a joint payo¤ function
u : � ! Rn, in which the domain of u has a product structure � = �i2N�i
with each �i denoting the set of individual strategies of players i. For a given
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game u we denote set of pro�les in the domain of u by �(u) and denote set of
individual strategies of each player i by �i(u) = �i(ui). We let Un denote the set
of all n-person strategic games, or just games. An equilibrium concept is a non
trevial correspondence that assigns to every game u 2 Un a subset of its pro�les
E(u) � �(u). Being non trevial rules out the correspondence E(u) = ; for all
games u, and the one with E(u) = �(u) for all games u. We proceed to describe
the three basic axioms used in the main theorem.

3.1. Three minimal axioms for the VNN framework.

3.1.1. Best Response Monotonicity. We de�ne the best-response justi�cations for
player i playing a particular strategy �i to be the opponent pro�les to which �i is
a (weak) best response,

(3.1) Ji(�i; ui) � f��i 2 ��i(ui) j ui(�i; ��i) � ui(�i; ��i) for all �i 2 �i(ui)g :
These sets were used earlier by Harsanyi and Selten 1988 who referred to them

as the stability sets.
The �rst axiom, Best Response Monotonicity (BRM), states that an equilibrim

concept should be monotonic in Ji. In particular, if the payo¤ of one player i is
modi�ed to u0i so that its equilibrium strategy is a best response to even more
pro�les of its opponents, then the equilibrium remains.

Axiom 1 (BRM). Let u; u0 2 Un with �(u) = �(u0) and let i 2 N such that for
all j 6= i, uj = u0j. If � 2 E(u) and Ji(�i; ui) � Ji(�i; u0i), then � 2 E(u0).

The BRM axiom above is applicable to changes in the payo¤s of one player. But
it is equivalent to simultaneous changes of payo¤s of more than one player. This
follows from the fact that a player�s justi�cation set Ji(�i; ui) is a function only of
that player�s payo¤ ui.

Observation 1 (Simultaneous BRM). Let E be an equilibrium concept satisfying
BRM. Let u; u0 2 Un with �(u) = �(u0) and � 2 E(u) be such that and Ji(�i; ui) �
Ji(�i; u

0
i) for all i 2 N . Then also � 2 E(u0).

Proof. Consider intermediate games u = u0; u1; u2; : : : ; un = u0 where game ui is
the same as game ui�1 except that player i�s payo¤s are updated to u0i. These
games all satisfy � 2 E(ui) by BRM, since Ji(�i; ui�1i ) = Ji(�i; ui) � Ji(�i; u0i) =
Ji(�i; u

i
i). �

BRM has other important consequences. For instance, it implies a scale invari-
ance property as well, where we scale all payo¤s by a positive constant.

Observation 2 (Scale Invariance). Consider constant c > 0 and two games u; u0

with �(u) = �(u0) and ui(�) = c �u0i(�) for all i 2 N , � 2 �(u). Then E(u) = E(u0).

Proof. This follows from simultaneous BRM because rescaling by a positive con-
stant does not change the justi�cation sets. �
3.1.2. Sure Thing Principle. Following common terminology, the Sure Thing Prin-
ciple axiom states that if the same pro�le � is an equilibrium in two di¤erent games
u; u0, then it is also an equilibrium in a game in which nature randomizes which
of the two games is played. That is to say, if nature �ips a coin with bias � to
determine whether game u or u0 is played and players have to choose a strategy to
use in either game, then it is an equilibrium in this random game for them to choose
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any equilibria common to the two component games. But as illustrated below, it
may be the case that new equilibria are introduced.

Axiom 2 (Sure Thing Principle). For any u; u0 2 Un with �(u) = �(u0) and any
0 � � � 1, it must be the case that E(u) \ E(u0) � E(u00) where u00 : �(u)! Rn is
de�ned by u00(�) � �u(�) + (1� �)u0(�).

The Sure Thing Principle is also motivated by best response, in the following
sense. Both Nash and dominant strategy equilibria can be de�ned as mutual best
responses, for di¤erent notions of optimality. The Sure Thing Principle in Decision
Theory states that if a decision is optimal in the case of an event E and its com-
plement :E, then it is optimal regardless (?). Applying this principle separately
to the response optimality of each player gives the above axiom.

Example 3. New equilibrium emerge under uncertainty, but old uniform ones are
not eliminated. Consider the following three games:

Sunny-day game
walk eat

walk 4, 0 0, 0
eat 0, 0 1, 1

Rainy-day game
walk eat

walk 0, 4 0, 0
eat 0, 0 1, 1

50/50-day game
walk eat

walk 2, 2 0, 0
eat 0, 0 1, 1

These two-person games have 0 payo¤s if players do not coordinate on the same
action. Player 1 likes to walk in the sun while player 2 likes to walk in the rain. If
the unknown weather is equally likely to be rain or sun, then the expected payo¤s are
those of the 50/50 game. The Sure Thing Principle implies that, if � = (eat; eat) is
an equilibrium in the Sunny and Rainy games, then � must also be an equilibrium
in the 50/50 game. In the 50/50 game, one can imagine (walk;walk) emerging as a
new equilibrium. The Sure Thing Principle, however, says that � is not eliminated.
This is justi�ed by best response: if each player is motivated by best-responses, and
eat is an optimal response in both games, then it must be an optimal response in the
50/50 game. Put another way, �making deals� is not required for a best-responder.
There may be reasonable equilibrium concepts that exclude (eat; eat) in the 50/50
game, but such concepts must use reasoning outside of a best response framework.

3.1.3. Anonymity. This axiom that is commonly used in other solutions in game
theory and social choice states that equilibria should be invariant to the names of
players and to the labels and replication of strategies.

Axiom 3 (Anonymity). Let u 2 Un.
(1) Player anonymity: Let � : N ! N be a permutation, let �(�) ��

��(1); ��(2); : : : ; ��(n)
�
, and let u0 2 Un be the game de�ned by,

u0�(i)(�) � ui(�(�)) for all i 2 N; � 2 �(u) and ��(i)(u0) � �i(u):

Then E(u0) = f� 2 �(u0) j �(�) 2 E(u)g.
(2) Strategy anonymity: Let u0 2 Un and let � i : �i(u0) ! �i(u) for i 2 N

be surjective (onto) functions such that:

u0(�) = u (�1(�1); : : : ; �n(�n)) for all � 2 �(u0):
Then, E(u0) = f� 2 �(u0) j (�1(�1); : : : ; �n(�n)) 2 E(u)g.

The surjective requirement in (2) guarantees that the game u0 is formed by
renaming and possibly replicating strategies. Equivalently, (2) can be written as
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two separate properties for any given player i: (2a) renaming its strategies with
a bijection between �i(u0) and �i(u), and (2b) duplicating strategies de�ned as
follows:

Observation 3 (Strategy duplication). Let E be an equilibrium concept satisfying
Anonymity. Let u; u0 2 Un and � i : �i(u0) ! �i(u) for i 2 N be such that
�(u) � �(u0) and:

� i(�i) = �i for all �i 2 �i(u)
u0(�) = u (�1(�1); : : : ; �n(�n)) for all � 2 �(u0):

Then, E(u0) = f� 2 �(u0) j (�1(�1); : : : ; �n(�n)) 2 E(u)g.

Proof. This follows trivially as a special case of Strategy anonymity, because the
above � is clearly surjective. �
Moreover, Anonymity also implies that one can remove redundant strategies:

Observation 4 (Redundant strategy elimination). Let E be an equilibrium concept
satisfying Anonymity. Let u; u0 2 Un and � i : �i(u) ! �i(u

0) for i 2 N be such
that �(u0) � �(u) and:

� i(�i) = �i for all �i 2 �i(u0)
u(�) = u0 (�1(�1); : : : ; �n(�n)) for all � 2 �(u):

Then, E(u0) = E(u) \�(u0).

Proof. One can view a removal of redundant strategies as a duplication going from
u0 to u. In particular, apply the previous observation 3 swapping u and u0. The
observation states that, E(u) = f� 2 �(u) j (�1(�1); : : : ; �n(�n)) 2 E(u0)g. Hence,

E(u) \�(u0) = f� 2 �(u0) j � 2 E(u0)g = E(u0);
because � i(�i) = �i for all �i 2 �i(u0). �
3.2. Main theorem, statement and proof.

Theorem 1. An equilibrim concept E satis�es the conditions of best-response monotonic-
ity, sure-thing principle, and anonymity i¤ E = Cm for some m = 1; 2; :::; or n.

We refer the reader to Kalai T. A. and E. Kalai (2019) for the proof of the
theorem.

4. Related Earlier Literature

4.1. Earlier use of Critical mass. Given the natural interpretations of critical
mass reasoning and equilibrium, it is not suprizing that they were introduced and
used under di¤erent names in earlier studies of stability.
The earliest application is Eliaz�s (2002) work on fault-tolerant implementation.

His paper deals with the possibility of implementing a social outcome in an n-person
enviroment in which some of the agents are faulty in the sense that their strategiess
may be irrational and unpredictable. Eliaz illustrates that an implementor can
accomplish this goal, if his implemenation function ' is "k fault tolerant" for an
integer k greater than than the number of faulty players.
A faulty player may be viewed as a potential defector from equilibrium, which

relate the concepts of this paper to the fault tolerance concept studied by Eliaz. For
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1 � k � n, Eliaz�s de�nition of an equilibrium � being k fault tolerant means that
at any pro�le in which the faulty players defect from the play of the equilibrium,
none of the rational players should have an incentive to defect from �. Using the
adherence/defection duality discussed is section 2.4.2 , this can be translated to
having the critical mass CM(�) � n � k. In other words, the implementation
results of Eliaz remain valid as long as the implementor relies on equilibrium with
critical mass that does not exeed the number of non faulty players.
Based on the concept of citical mass and its properties, the current paper adds an

interesting observation on the fault tolerant players of Eliaz: these players cannot
tolerate defaulters without "disciplining" them. From the chain reaction property
discussed in the basic de�nition of critical mass, see section ??, when the group of
non-faulty players play their equilibrium strategies, it is a dominant strategy for
all the group outsiders, the faulty players, to play their equilibrium strategies. In
other words, faulty play may only result in a loss to every faulty player (assuming
no side payments).
Gradwohl and Reingold (2014) expand on Eliaz�s notion of fault tolerance and

show that high level of fault tolerance is to be expected in games with a large
number of players.
Independently of the work of Eliaz, Abraham et al (2006) de�ne an index of

resiliance R, identical to the index D discussed in our section 2.4.2, and use it
to robustly implement problems in computer science that deal with distributed
computation and secret sharing.
In an unpublished paper, Kalai (2019) identi�es equilibria that are viable, i.e.,

ones that are (1) likely to form, and (2) likely to be sustained if formed. The critical
mass index used in his paper was introduced there under the name Nash critical
mass. The associated Formation and Defection indices were also introduced and
used in this earlier unpublished paper.
All the papers above rely on the same stability order over strategy pro�les,

identical to the order induced by the critical mass index in this paper. Moveover,
the equilibrium concepts C1 ; :::; Cn studied in this paper are de�ned according to
this order: for m = 1; :::; n, � 2 Cm iff CM(�) � m. In this sense, the theoretical
axiomatic justi�cation in this paper�s main theorem is an indirect justi�cation to
the various concepts and indices discussed by the earlier authors.

4.2. Comparison with game theory re�nements. The equilibrium-re�nement
literature of game theory started with a similar motivation to the current paper.
But it fragmented, as it moved into di¤erent settings and mathematics, contrary to a
game theoretic goal of o¤ering a uni�ed approach that describes behavior of players
in broad classes of games. Requiring that our equilibrium concepts satisfy the three
minimal VNN axioms, thus staying within the von Neumann Nash framework, keeps
us from contributing to any fragmentation. It seems to us that orderly research
agenda should �rst rule out the weak equilibria within the framwork, and then
explore the need for additional or alternative approaches.
Nevertheless, the rich set of applications of game theory is likely to require some

re�ned equilibrium concepts that are outside the standard von Neumann Nash
framework. Clearly, such additional re�nements would have to violate some of the
minimal axioms described in our main theorem. Examples of such violations are
described in section5.2.
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5. Conclusion and future research

5.1. Political asymmetric examples of critical mass. To ease the discussion,
most of games in the examples of this paper were symmetric. The examples in this
section are chosen for two purposes. They illustrate the notion of critical mass in
games that are asymmetric, and also for ones in which the analysis suggest some
political implications.
In the exampled below, each member of a community of 12 players has to choose

one language. However, di¤erent individual preferences that follow di¤erent social
orders guide them to di¤erent equilibrium with di¤erent levels of stability. In the
�rst four examples we are interested in the pro�le � = eE in which all the players
choose E.

Example 4. Solitary game: every player�s payo¤ is 1 if she chooses E, and 0
otherwise.

Clearly in this game eE is a dominant strategy for every player, thus CM(eE) =
1. It is important to note that the high stabiligy comes with no communications,
as desired by the players.

Example 5. (Symmetric) democratic game: every player�s payo¤ is the number of
opponents that match her choice.

Here CM(eE) = 7(= 12
2 +1), why? To have eE be uniformly incentive compat-

ible for a group of players, the number of excluded players must be smaller than
one half of the population.

Example 6. (Asymmetric) tyrannic game: Pl.1�s (the tyrant�s) payo¤ is 1 if he
chooses E, 0 otherwise. The payo¤ of any Pl. j with j > 1 is 1 if her choice
matches Pl.1�s choice, 0 otherwise.

Here eE is a �imsy equilibrium, CM(eE) = 12, which can be seen for two related
di¤erent reasons. First the defection deterrence index D(eE) = 1, because E is not
a dominant strategy for a player j 6= 1 in any defection group that includes Pl.1.
For similar reason, any incentive compatible coalition must include Pl.1, which can
only be assured in the coalition that includes all players.

Example 7. (Asymmetric) politburo game: consider players 1,2,3 as the leaders
and players 4-12 as the followers. The payo¤ of any leader is 1 if he chooses E,
0 otherwise. The payo¤ of any follower is the number of leaders who match her
choice.

Now CM(eE) = 11. For eE to be uniformly incentive compatible, a coalition
must contain a majority of the leaders which is only assured for coalitions with
11 players. This equilibrium is highly �imsy, but not as bad as the Tyrannic
equilibrium with critical mass 12.
In the devisive game below, eE is no longer an equilibrium.

Example 8. Devisive game: Players 1-5 are Democrats (Ds) and players 6-12 are
Republicans (Rs). Every player�s payo¤ is the number of opposit party members
who mismatch her choice.

Consider the devisive equilibrium, dE, in which all Ds choose F and all Rs choose
E. A coalition of players who play their devisive strategies is incentive compatible
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i¤ it includes a majority number of players from each of the two parties. This
condition is assured only for coalitions with ten players, thus CM(dE) = 10, the
equilibrium is highly �imsy.

5.2. Violations of the vN&N axioms: Many equilibrium concepts violate the
anonymity axiom. A simple example is an equilibrium concept that is dictatorial,
e.g., � is an equilibrium i¤ u1(�) � u1(�) for every pro�le �. It is important
to note the di¤erence between a dictatorial equilibrium concept, and a game with
a dictator. The critical mass of this paper, which is a non-dictatorial solution
concept, is still applicable to games in a community that is controled by a dictator,
see example 6 above.
The best response monotonicity axioms implies that we restrict ourselves to

ordinal considerations when deciding whether a pro�le is an equilibrium. As an
example, the cardinal considerations needed for the identi�cation of "-Nash equilib-
rim (for any �xed ">0) pro�les, rule out "-Nash equilibrim as a posible equilibrium
concept within the standard von Neumann-Nash framework.
The well known (trembling hand) perfect equilibrium (PE) of Selten is an equi-

librium concept that violates the sure-thing principle, as shown below.
Consider �rst the two-person 2 � 3 game � in which the payo¤s of Pl.2 are

identically zero and the payo¤s of Pl.1 are described by the following table:
L M R

T .5 1 .5
B 1 1 1

" 1� "� � �

It is clear that under any trembles of Pl.2, i.e., positive " or � in the bottom row,
T is a dominated strategy. Thus the pro�le (T;M) is not a perfect equilibrium.
Now consider two component games �L and �R described by the tables below, in
which Pl.2 payo¤s are zero again.

L M R
T 1 1 0
B 0 1 2

4" 1� 5" "

L M R
T 0 1 1
B 2 1 0

" 1� 5" "

The trembles described in the bottom rows of these component games show that
the pro�le (T;M) is a perfect equilibrium in both component games. This exhibits
a violation of the sure-thing axiom since the game � = :5�L + :5�R.
The violation above suggest a type of de�ciency of perfect equilibrium as a so-

lution concept. Determining whether a pro�le is a PE depends on information
outside the data of a game under consideration (the payo¤s of the players). More
speci�cally, it depends on imaginary trembles that an analyst may assign to com-
ponent games to �t situations in which the game is played.

5.3. Alternative notions of critical mass. As discussed in section 4.2 strategic
considerations may rely on equilibrium concepts and pro�les that are outside the
standard VNN framework. In particular, the critical mass consideration discussed
in this paper may be viewed as a worst case analysis. Condider for example the
equilibrium in which everybody chooses E, eE, in the politburo game with three
leaders and nine followers, Example 7:
Based on the discussion in this paper, an agent who wants to bring about the

play of the pro�le eE could reason that the formation di¢ culty index F (eE) = 10,
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thus convincing ten players to play E would make the choice of E a dominant
strategy for the remaining two players. But it also seems clear that convincing two
of the leaders to choose E should serve the same purpose. Convincing a group of
ten players to choose E is needed, if we do not know which ten would be chosen or
who are the three leaders.
One may be tempted to construct more sophisticated formation and stability in-

dices with notions of critical masses that give weight to players, based on knowledge
of players roll in a game. Such notions of critical mass could be useful, but their
de�nitions and possible axiomatizations require substantial additional research.
Appropriate de�nitions and axiomatizations of equilibrium concepts that cap-

ture such broader goals may be di¢ cult to de�ne yet important for applications.
An important subject of interest is a study of relationships between critical mass
concepts and solution concepts from evolutionary game theory.

5.4. Summary. This paper shows that within the VNN framework of n-person
optimization, the class of n-person strategic games admits the n critical mass con-
cepts de�ned in this paper as the only possible equilibrium concepts. The analysis
points that equilibria with low critical mass are highly viable, whereas equilibria
with high critical mass are more suspect, and require special additonal considera-
tion. Any non-critical mass equilibrium that is of interest must violate one of the
three axioms that are associated with the VNN framework.
While the extreme concepts C1 and Cn , i.e. dominant strategy and Nash equilib-

rim, are often used in game theory analysis, the intermediary concepts C2 ; :::; Cn�1
are not as often used despite their high ability to explain strategic behavior. The
duality between adherence to equilibrium and defection from equilibrium and the
related concepts of equilibrium formation and defection, are useful for broad view
of socially observe equilibrium play.
Of interest to further research are studies of critical mass concepts that go beyond

the VNN axioms, and extensions of the concepts to extensive form games, games
of incomplete information, repeated games, and more.


